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Question: 1
A Class B IP network is used for subnetting. A maximum of ( ) valid hosts can be provided in
each subnet.
A. 16382
B. 16384
C. 4096
D. 4094
Answer: A
Question: 2
Which of the following is wrong about PAP and CHAP? ( )
A. The authenticating party in CHAP authentication sends a random string to the authenticated
party, attaching its host name at the same time.
B. The authenticated party in PAP authentication sends the username and password to the
authenticating party.
C. In PAP authentication, once the authenticated party receives the NAK packet, it will disconnect
the link immediately.
D. After the authenticating party of CHAP receives the response returned by the authenticated
party, it will calculate a result with the locally stored password and the random string, and then
compare its own result with the result in the received response If the two results match, an
ACK message will be returned, otherwise, a NAK message will be returned instead.
Answer: C
Question: 3
PPP CHAP/PAP authentication occurs before LCP negotiation. ( )
A. True
B. False
Answer: B
Question: 4
In DCC, the dialing connection is enabled only when packet transmission is necessary and is
disabled automatically when the link is idle. Therefore, the cost of dialing connection can be
reduced greatly. ( )
A. True
B. False
Answer: A
Question: 5
Which of the following commands will perform port aggregation on a H3C Ethernet switch? ( )
A. [H3C] link-aggregation both interface_name1 to interface_name2
B. [H3C] link-aggregation interface_name1 to interface_name2 both
C. <H3C> link-aggregation interface_name1 to interface_name2 both
D. [H3C] trunk interface_name1 to interface_name2 both
Answer: B
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